Welcome to the latest Psychology newsletter

In this month’s newsletter, you’ll find the regular updates on our activities, from learning and teaching achievements linking to conferences and publications, to the conferences and outreach events we’ve been part of.

To keep up to date with the latest news from the team as it happens, follow us on Twitter @HWPsych or find us on Facebook.

Links: Social Sciences | Psychology | Twitter | Facebook

The newsletter displays best on tablets (PDF attached also).

Follow our updates on Twitter @HWPsych

Congratulations

We were delighted to see many of our Final Year undergraduates coming to campus in Edinburgh, Dubai and Malaysia to get their degree classifications hot off the presses last month. With graduation ceremonies starting this week, we look forward to celebrating those achievements and finding out what the future holds for our students. There will be more on those graduations in the next newsletter, but for now, from all the team a very well-deserved congratulations on completing your studies and all the best for what comes next!

Latest publications


The team regularly present at national and international conferences and at a range of public engagement events. A selection of the most recent include:

The Medical Education Lab (MEL), led by Mel McKendrick, hosted its inaugural Technology Workshop at the Edinburgh campus in June. The event brought together clinicians, academics, multi-disciplinary teams, representatives from the Higher Education Academy, and Al Niti Tech to develop a seminar on Understanding Personalis-a- tion: what does it mean for management and how do we talk to patients. The event was followed by a tour of MEL’s facilities as an opportunity to show to more people how to learn from Al-Niti and participate in the discussion.

The final two presentations in the 2017-18 seminar series occur this month: the start of June, Kate Sang shared recent research findings on menstrual health within academia, while Antonia Hammerson will present her PhD findings on cognitive load and social anxiety in an emotional anti-saccade task.

Research updates and funding

The team recently collaborated with leading researchers from nine UK Universities and hosted by the University of Edinburgh, the MEL’s work was highlighted in the Malaysian National Media. At the Malaysian Science Festival in Kuala Lumpur, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media.

The final two presentations in the 2017-18 seminar series occur this month: the start of June, Kate Sang shared recent research findings on menstrual health within academia, while Antonia Hammerson will present her PhD findings on cognitive load and social anxiety in an emotional anti-saccade task.

Research updates and funding


Research Conferences and outreach activities

Deefa Grajfoner chaired the Inaugural UK Coaching Psychology Research Network event in London earlier this month, attended by leading researchers from nine UK Universities and hosted by the University of Edinburgh, the MEL’s work was highlighted in the Malaysian National Media. At the Malaysian Science Festival in Kuala Lumpur, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media.

The final two presentations in the 2017-18 seminar series occur this month: the start of June, Kate Sang shared recent research findings on menstrual health within academia, while Antonia Hammerson will present her PhD findings on cognitive load and social anxiety in an emotional anti-saccade task.

Research updates and funding

The team recently collaborated with leading researchers from nine UK Universities and hosted by the University of Edinburgh, the MEL’s work was highlighted in the Malaysian National Media. At the Malaysian Science Festival in Kuala Lumpur, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media, Al Niti Tech, the Malaysian National Media.

The final two presentations in the 2017-18 seminar series occur this month: the start of June, Kate Sang shared recent research findings on menstrual health within academia, while Antonia Hammerson will present her PhD findings on cognitive load and social anxiety in an emotional anti-saccade task.

Team news

Alan Gow has been re-elected to the Heriot-Watt Senate, effective from August 2018.

And finally, our congratulations to Michaela Dewar and family as they welcomed their new arrival, Rory, at the end of last month.

Research in the Department of Psychology, School of Social Sciences, at Heriot-Watt University is grouped by three main themes: Cognition, Brain and Behaviour; Lifespan Health and Wellbeing; and Work, Society and Environment. Find out more about our research at www.psych.hw.ac.uk. Follow us on Twitter @HWPsych.

Forthcoming events

Research Seminars/Events

The multifaceted body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29 June, James Watt 2</td>
<td>A full Psychology Research Seminar details are available on Facebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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